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“QUEER LOVE STORIES” SERIESI
synopsis

genre: lgbt+ romance

Each episode has an independent main storyline with different characters.
The shared theme is love.

1. A granddad fights for his intersexual grandchild’s rights as they might get
rejected from participation in ice skating tournaments despite being
skilled. Their coach is an openly lesbian who has a long-term lover.

2. Two rival hockey teams get ready for a match that will decide their future.
They used to get into fights in the past. A member from each team
secretly dates each other. Both are the switch gays. One of the team
members gets suspectful and tries his best to out them to get the
teammate’s place.
Additional couple is a lesbian couple. One is a hockey player who wanted
to be a figure skater, the other is vice versa. They become friends after
observing each other at their place then would spend time skating or
playing hockey as two, gradually getting closer. One saves another from
an attack getting injured but is happy to watch her loved one observing
her in the competitions.

3. Dance groups with different styles: one modern dance, the other
traditional ethnic dance, have to merge styles to participate in an
international tournament.

4. One has three moms who are a lesbian throuple, the other has two dads -
a menacing slim top gay x a calm but tall and huge bottom gay man
(biologically the guy’s mother’s brother).

5. Story of a singer who lost his voice, so now has another infamous singer
for voiceover. He tries his best to keep his feelings for men to himself as
he still cannot accept being gay. His singer face is a sensual gentleman
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who believes in romantic love while his real personality is almost rudely
harsh and cold. While the voiceover singer is a confident gay who got
interested in him but at first not romantically as he caught him while using
drugs. The voiceover singer is a kind and calm man who wants to help the
other guy. As the events evolve, the singer suspects the other guy, so he
gets close to him. As it’s clear he knows his secret, the voiceover guy locks
himself with the singer to persuade him to drop the drugs. He’s hugging
and comforting him during the break even when getting the scratches and
hit wounds. The other guy says he just tries to protect his job, but he is
truly in love with this rigid guy. His drug friend attempts to drug him to
make him join them. But the singer manages to halt the friend. After that,
the singer accepts to get professional help. As he gets clear, he opens up
about his voice and being gay while dating his savior.

6. Two gay actors who are a part of two famous BL couples secretly date
each other while acting as lovers with their role partners who are their
friends.

7. A cafe owner who has to work as a waitress as well develops a crush on a
scientist when she comes to her place with the other scientists. She snuck
into the lab to get close to and make her notice her. But it came out that
the scientist woman also noticed her from the beginning and recognized
her. She gets the cafe owner out of trouble by helping her at the lab. After
getting everything clear, they get to date.

8. Femininity is seen as a weakness but it requires courage to be feminine in
toxic masculine surroundings. A young top gay gets his legs cut wound
while being kept in an abandoned building for wearing a skirt. A switch
gay policeman rescues him and begins to investigate despite the
unserious attitude of his colleagues to this case. At the hospital the
wounded guy who is still at his, not even feeling a bit scared gets close to
an introverted male nurse who came out to be closeted switch gay who
used to suffer from porn addiction. They get closer as they talk. The nurse
is finally able to wear his favorite short shorts while walking in the streets
with his friend in a skirt. The policeman gets help from his ex-rival who in
fact is another switch gay. And they are dating each other. It’s a reserved
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charismatic suit man and a puppy-eyed chaotic trickster with a devilishly
charming smile couple. Together, they find the bandits and get them to
the judge.

9. A femdom couple - top bi futch woman x bottom pan man couple - Even
a slight scent of her sweat managed to get me out of my mind.
He just got out of a toxic relationship with his lover when the woman came
back to the country. She left accepting a job offer while in fact wanting to
get away from her crush as he was still dating a friend of hers. They meet
again as her former husband (bottom gay who tried to trick his family to
live his life freely, while the wife would work on her creative projects)
sponsored her bl series project. The wife is the writer and director of the
project while the husband is the main lead top gay and her crush is his
love interest. At the end, the fictional bl couple got quite popular. During
the process the husband falls in love with the cinematographer (top gay
who preferred taller bottom gays only). At first, they had not so warm
takes for each other until they opened up about the fake marriage (in
which they wore black and red hispanic dances style wedding dresses).
The woman and man get close despite all the problems caused by his
troublesome ex. One of which was outing a lovemaking tape. Then the
plane the woman is supposed to be in crushes but the man feels she is
alive and the phone calls. That’s her. She was late to the flight because she
helped to get the kids who got in a car accident on her way to the
hospital. Then she gets falsely accused of drug dealing by opponents. Yet
she managed to prove herself being innocent.
The woman breathes freely after her dad’s death, only then opening up to
her mom and brother (who was already suspecting). After that event, the
husband opened up to his family and left with his current lover - the
cinematographer.
She also has three femdom club friends (shorter curvy femme with thick
hair and bold attitude, tattooed slim and sporty tomboy, tall tan femme
boss) who finally found men suitable for them.

10. A secret team has to investigate a case of serial kidnappings. The head
of the team is a femme lesbian (has a long-term femme lesbian partner),
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the main technician is a transexual lesbian, detectives are an aro-ace futch,
and a young asexual gay.

11. The aro-ace tomboy sees a dream with a falcon turning into a wounded
woman. In each dream, she gets a clearer image and the events evolve
when the falcon woman decides to talk with her as the tomboy keeps
asking questions. She’s looking for her guardian human who passed away
ages ago and reincarnated in the current time. However, she kept getting
into her dream not knowing why. She, at first, suspected her to be related
to her guardian but she’s not. The tomboy organizes her investigation as
she cannot stop thinking about her dreams. She reads books and articles
on dreams, reincarnation, turkic belief systems, and so on. She asks for the
guardian’s life story. The falcon is hesitant at first but lets it flow. The life
story of her guardian is a bitter one. She had a happy life and met her
loved one who is a woman as well. But they got separated as the barbars
attacked their villages. She let her falcon free as the barbars would kill her
as well. The bird refused to leave and followed her guardian till the place
where she and her lover got murdered. The falcon tried her best to help
but got wounded. The women vowed to meet again before passing away.
The wounded falcon asked the tree she landed on to let her merge with
her until her guardian and her lover came back to earth again, and the
tree accepted her. She fell asleep keeping the memories. The couple has
to meet and remember each other in order for their souls to be together
afterlife.
The reincarnated couple, on other hand, sees dreams of their old faces a
week before meeting in real life. But as they talk to each other (they got
accepted to the same company, but different departments), the dreams
stop. They see no dreams anymore. One is a leather jacket futch lesbian,
the other is a suit coat and skirt futch trans lesbian. Because of some
unpleasant events caused by colleagues they don’t get along well. Until
one of them notices that her dreams stopped after they talked to each
other. The other girl gets a click in her head when she sees the other girl’s
habitual jest. In fact, she did it in her previous life.
The falcon finds the tomboy. She is the only one she can get in contact
with. They get to find an intersexual kam to get in contact with the souls
of both realities as in old beliefs intersexuals are able to get in contact
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with the spirits of both worlds. They better hurry as one of the lovers could
die or they would not recognize each other without help.

12. A quartet of modern opera singers who are all transexual men. Each
symbolizes a natural element as the show theme. One of them - Oder who
is a redhead and a gay man. He falls in love with his role partner who is a
trans pan man. The love interest's mother is suspected to be mafia but
after they discover her having business with Oder’s businesswoman
mother, it was proved she has a legal business.
About the other members: The blond one - Esen is a gay who is married
to a blond cis gay man of his clan, and has a son with him. His family is
quite supportive as parents are punk bikers who earned money with bike
acrobatics. He has a tomboy lesbian and a transsexual lesbian sisters, and
a younger brother who is an aro-ace basketball player. The black hair and
fair skin one - Mooren - is a pan man as well who is with his childhood
sweetheart who is a trans gay man. The brunette with tan skin - Karayir - a
gay man who doesn’t have long-term relationships but is a gentleman, not
a player.


